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Many countries are strengthening their military apparatus in 

terms of quality and quantity: the stock situation in Latin America 

 

The data published, since last May onwards, by the Stockholm International Peace Research 

Institute (Sipri) revealed a substantial increase in military expenditures worldwide. Spending in 

2018 increased, even after 2017, for a sum equal to 1.8 trillion dollars, which corresponds to a 

growth of 2.6% compared to the value of the previous year. The Latin American Countries have not 

only accompanied, but rather supported this expansion: while the area of Central America and the 

Caribbean has increased these expenses by 8.8%, in South America the data stopped at 3.1% . 

Both data are significantly above the world average1. 

This growth, however, must be put in dialogue with the economic data of the area. If the 

economies of two large economies in the region, such as Argentina and Venezuela, show the 

features of a heavy recession, for a good part of Latin America the economic performances are 

positive, according to figures released by the World Bank (WB). In fact, the data coming from Brazil 

(+ 1.1%), Chile (+ 4.0%), Colombia (+ 2.7%), Mexico (+ 2.0%), Peru (+4.0%) and Uruguay (+ 

1.6%) are different. In this sense, the WB data reveal a substantial stability in the part of public 

expenditure dedicated to military and defense expenditures which remains, in recent years, always 

around 1.2%2. 

In this perspective, therefore, the research of Global Firepower, which from year to year 

draws up an index, the PowerIndex (Pwrlndx) able to establish the offensive capacity of each 

country (taking only conventional armaments into analysis) is not surprising. According to Pwrlndx, 

Brazil is the only Latin American state to be present in the top fifteen ranking positions. Mexico, in 

second place at the regional level, ranks 34th in the world. Argentina followed in 38th place, Peru 

and Venezuela, respectively at 42nd and 43th. The variations compared to the previous year seem 

to be limited (Brazil, for example, moved from the seventeenth position to the thirteenth)3. 

All the data shown, in short, reveal a substantial stability of the area in military expenditure 

management. A stability due, in particular, to the absence of military conflicts. Except for the Farc 

conflict (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia) in Colombia that re-opened only a few 

months ago, Latin America has experienced a scenario of substantial tranquility from the military 

point of view in recent years. A stability, however, that hides the increase in expenditure towards 

the police and the police. It can be seen, in fact, that in the main Latin American countries public 

spending on security has increased in the period between 2008 and 20154. This seems to respond 

to the growing concern for the ruling class and Latin American citizenship towards the increase of 

internal conflicts and the social and security problems that can come from them. If, on the           

one hand, military issues remain marginal in national debates (and as a result military                  

spending remains unchanged) that for internal security is greatly increased. And not only. The data 

released last November by the Chilean polling agency Latinobarómetro show a decline in 

                                                           
1  Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Sipri Yearbook, 2019. Armaments, Disarmament and Internacional 
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confidence in the Armed Forces which corresponds to a relative stability of confidence in the police 

forces5. 

In conclusion, a separate discussion deserves the case of Venezuela. To the armed forces, 

in fact, a good part of the ministers of the executive of Nicolás Maduro belong. Nonetheless, the 

economic crisis that the country has been experiencing for a decade has greatly affected the 

management of military spending. Indeed, over the past five years, military spending has fallen by 

71%6. 
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